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Abstract. Let G be a non-trivial torsion free group and s(t) = g1t
1g2t
2 · · · gntn =
1 (gi ∈ G, i = ±1) be an equation over G containing no blocks of the form
t−1git−1, gi ∈ G. In this paper we show that s(t) = 1 has a solution over G provided
a single relation on coefficients of s(t) holds. We also generalize our results to equa-
tions containing higher powers of t. The later equations are also related to Kaplansky
zero-divisor conjecture [6].
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1. Introduction
Let G be a non-trivial group, t be an unknown and let F be a free group generated
by t. An equation in t over G is an expression of the form
s(t) = g1t
1g2t
2 · · · gntn = 1 (gi ∈ G, i = ±1)
in which it is assumed that i + i+1 = 0 implies gi+1 6= 1 in G. The integer n is
called the length of the equation. The equation s(t) = 1 is said to have a solution over
G if there is an embedding φ of G into a group H and an element h ∈ H such that
φ(g1)h
1φ(g2)h
2 · · ·φ(gn)h1 = 1 in H. Equivalently s(t) = 1 has a solution over G if
and only if the natural map from G to 〈G ∗F |s(t)〉 is injective, where G ∗F is the free
product of G and F . In [10], Levin conjectured that every equation is solvable over a
torsion free group. A significant work has been done to verify Levin’s conjecture. In [7],
Prishchepov used results of Brodskii and Howie [9] to show that the conjecture is true
for n ≤ 6. A different proof of the same theorem was given by Ivanov and Klyachko
[8]. In [2], Bibi and Edjvet proved that the conjecture holds for n = 7. The authors
considered a nonsingular equation of length 8 in [3] and proved that the conjecture
holds. The proofs in [2] and [3] are given by considering all possible conditions on
elements of the group G. The number of such cases become extremely large as length
of the equation increases.
In this paper we consider equations of arbitrary length and show that the Levin
conjecture holds under some mild conditions. These results can half the number of
cases in [3] and can also significantly reduce the number of cases one has to consider
for all equations of length greater than or equal to 8. Our main results are the following
Theorem. Let s(t) = g1Ek1g2Ek2 · · · gnEkn, such that g1, · · · , gn ∈ G and Eki =
taki−1+1t · · · takit−1 with k0 = 0 and ki ≥ 1 for all i ≥ 1. If gj = g−11 for all j ≥ 2 then
s(t) = 1 has a solution over G.
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Theorem. Suppose m1,m2, · · · ,mkn are positive integers such that mk1 > mki and
mki+1 > mk1+1 for all i ≥ 2 with mk1+1 = mkn. Let s(t) = g1Ek1g2Ek2 · · · gnEkn such
that g1, g2 · · · gn ∈ G and Eki = tmki−1+1aki−1+1tmki−1+2 · · · tmki−1akit−mki with k0 = 0
and ki ≥ 2 for all i ≥ 1. If gj = g−11 for all j ≥ 2 then s(t) = 1 has a solution over G.
We also take some specific equations of the above type and demonstrate their solv-
ability. In some cases we obtain stronger results for specific equations.
2. Preliminaries
A relative group presentation is a presentation of the form P = 〈G, x | r〉 where r
is a set of cyclically reduced words in G ∗ 〈x〉. If the relative presentation is orientable
and aspherical then the natural map from G to 〈G, x | r〉 is injective. In our case x
and r consist of the single element t and s(t) respectively, therefore P is orientable and
so asphericity implies s(t) = 1 is solvable. In this paper we use the weight test to show
that P is aspherical [4].
The star graph Γ of P has vertex set x∪x−1 and edge set r∗, where r∗ is the set of all
cyclic permutations of the elements of r ∪ r−1 which begin with an element of x∪ x−1.
For R ∈ r∗ write R = Sg where g ∈ G and S begins and ends with x symbols. Then
i(R) is the inverse of the last symbol of S, τ(R) the first symbol of S and λ(R) = g. A
weight function θ on Γ is a real valued function on the set of edges of Γ which satisfies
θ(Sh) = θ(S−1h−1). A weight function θ is called aspherical if the following three
conditions are satisfied
(1) Let R ∈ r∗ with R = x11 g1 · · · xnn gn. Then
n∑
i=1
(1− θ(xii gi · · · xnn gnx11 g1 · · · xi−1i−1 gi−1)) ≥ 2.
(2) Each admissible cycle in Γ has weight at least 2 (where admissible means having
a label trivial in G).
(3) Each edge of Γ has a non-negative weight.
If Γ admits an aspherical weight function then P is aspherical [4]. The following
lemma [6] tells us that we can apply asphericity test in k−steps.
Lemma. Let the relative presentation P = 〈H, x : r〉 define a group G and let Q =
〈G, t : s〉 be another relative presentation. If Q and P are both aspherical, then the
relative presentation R = 〈H, x ∪ t : r ∪ s˜〉 is aspherical, where s˜ is an element of
H ∗ F (x) ∗ F (t) obtained from s by lifting.
It is clear from our definition of a group equation that if gi is a coefficient between
a negative and a positive power of t than gi is not trivial in G. This fact will be used
in all subsequent proofs without reference.
3. Main Results
We start by solving a general equation containing two negative powers and then give
a similar result for three negative powers. We also give the corresponding results for
higher powers of t.
Lemma 3.1. The equation g1tg2t · · · gi−1t−1git · · · gnt−1 = 1 is solvable if gi = g−11 .
Proof. Let gi = g
−1
1 . We substitute x = t
−1g−11 t to get
P = 〈A, t | x−1g2t · · · gi−1xgi+1t · · · tgn = 1 = t−1g−11 tx−1〉.
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Figure 1. Star graph Γ
We use the weight test to show that P is aspherical. The star graph Γ for P is given
by Figure 1. We assign a weight function θ such that θ(g−11 ) = θ(g2) = θ(gn) = 0. The
weight of the edge t−1 ↔ x−1 with label 1 is also zero. All other edges are assigned
a weight 1. Then Σ(1 − θ(αi)) = Σ(1 − θ(βj)) = 2, where αi represents one of the
solid edges and βj is a dotted edge. Hence (W1) is satisfied. Now it is clear from
the star graph that all admissible cycles of weight less than two has label gmn = 1 or
gm1 = 1, (m 6= 0). Since G is torsion free (W2) is satisfied. Moreover (W3) clearly
holds. Hence P is aspherical over a torsion free group.

Lemma 3.2. Let m1, · · · ,mn be positive integers such that m1 ≥ mi−1. Then the
equation
g1t
m1g2t
m2 · · · gi−1t−mi−1gitmi · · · gnt−mn = 1
is solvable if gi = g
−1
1 .
Proof. Let
P = 〈A, t | g1tm1g2tm2 · · · gi−1t−mi−1g−11 tmi · · · gnt−mn〉
be the relative presentation corresponding to the given equation. Following [4], it is
sufficient to show that the presentation P is aspherical. Substitute x = t−mi−1g−11 tmi
to get
P = 〈A, t | tmi−mnx−1tm1−mi−1g2tm2 · · · gi−1xgi+1tmi+1 · · · tmn−1gn = 1 = t−mi−1g−11 tmix−1〉.
We use the weight test to show that P is aspherical. The proof is given in separate
cases.
(1) Let mi > mn and m1 > mi−1. The star graph Γ for P is given by Figure 2.
We assign a weight function θ such that θ(g−11 ) = θ(gi+1) = θ(gi−1) = 0.
Moreover the weight of the edge x ↔ t−1 with label 1 is also zero. All other
edges are assigned a weight 1. It is clear from the star graph that all admissible
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Figure 3. Star graph Γ
cycles of weight less than two imply that the group is a torsion group. Hence
P is aspherical over a torsion free group.
(2) Let mi < mn and m1 > mi−1. The star graph Γ for P is given by Figure 3.
We assign a weight function θ such that θ(g−11 ) = θ(gn) = 0. Moreover the
weight of the edges x ↔ t and t−1 ↔ x−1 with label 1 is also zero. All other
edges are assigned a weight 1. It is clear from the star graph that all admissible
cycles of weight less than two imply that the group is a torsion group. Hence
P is aspherical.
(3) Let mi = mn and m1 > mi−1. The star graph Γ for P is given by Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Star graph Γ
We assign a weight function θ such that θ(g−11 ) = θ(gi+1) = θ(gi−1) = 0.
Moreover the weight of the edge x ↔ t−1 with label 1 is also zero. All other
edges are assigned a weight 1. It is clear from the star graph that P is aspherical
for a torsion free group.
Similarly we can prove the result for cases mi > mn, m1 = mi−1 and mi <
mn, m1 = mi−1.

Lemma 3.3. The equation g1tg2t · · · gi−1t−1gitgi+1t · · · gj−1t−1gjtgj+1t · · · tgnt−1 = 1 is
solvable if gi = gj = g
−1
1 .
Proof. Let
P = 〈A, t | g1tg2t · · · gi−1t−1gitgi+1t · · · gj−1t−1gjtgj+1t · · · tgnt−1〉
be the relative presentation corresponding to the given equation. We will use the weight
test to show that the presentation P is aspherical. Substitute x = t−1g−11 t to get
P = 〈A, t | x−1g2t · · · gi−1xgi+1t · · · gj−1xgj+1t · · · tgn = 1 = t−1g−11 tx−1〉.
The star graph Γ for P is given by Figure 5.
We assign a weight function θ such that θ(g−11 ) = θ(g2) = θ(gn) = θ(1) = 0, where 1
is the label for the edge t−1 ↔ x−1. All other edges are assigned a weight 1. It is clear
from the star graph that all admissible cycles of weight less than two imply that the
group is a torsion group. Hence P is aspherical over a torsion free group.

Lemma 3.4. Let m1, · · · ,mn be positive integers. Then the equation
g1t
m1g2t
m2 · · · gi−1t−mi−1gitmigi+1 · · · gj−1t−mj−1gjtmjgj+1 · · · gnt−mn = 1
is solvable if gi = gj = g
−1
1 and any one of the following holds.
(1) mi > mn, m1 > mi−1, mi−1 < mj−1 and mj > mi
(2) mi = mn and m1 > mi−1, mi−1 > mj−1 and mj > mi
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Figure 6. Star graph Γ
Proof. Let
P = 〈A, t | g1tm1g2tm2 · · · gi−1t−mi−1gitmigi+1 · · · gj−1t−mj−1gjtmjgj+1 · · · gnt−mn〉
be the relative presentation corresponding to the given equation. We will show that
P is aspherical by using the weight test. Substitute x = t−mi−1g−11 tmi to get P =
〈A, t | tmi−mnx−1tm1−mi−1g2tm2 · · · tmi−2gi−1xgi+1tmi+1 · · ·
tmj−2gj−1tmi−1−mj−1xtmj−migj+1 · · · tmn−1gn = 1 = t−mi−1g−11 tmix−1〉. The proof is given
in separate cases.
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Figure 7. Star graph Γ
(1) Let mi > mn, m1 > mi−1, mi−1 < mj−1 and mj > mi. The star graph Γ for P
is given by Figure 6.
We assign a weight function θ such that θ(g−11 ) = θ(gj−1) = 0. Moreover the
weight of the edges t ↔ x and t−1 ↔ x−1 with label 1 is also zero. All other
edges are assigned a weight 1. It is clear from the star graph that all admissible
cycles of weight less than two imply that the group is a torsion group. Hence
P is aspherical over a torsion free group.
(2) Let mi = mn and m1 > mi−1, mi−1 > mj−1 and mj > mi. The star graph Γ
for P is given by Figure 7.
We assign a weight function θ such that θ(g−11 ) = θ(gn) = 0. Moreover the
weight of the edges x → t and t−1 → x−1 with label 1 is also zero. All other
edges are assigned a weight 1. It is clear that the star graph P is aspherical
over a torsion free group.

Remark 3.5. The results of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.4 are valid even if we replace
tmk with Πli=1 ait
mi. The proof is similar to the one given above.
Theorem 3.6. Let s(t) = g1Ek1g2Ek2 · · · gnEkn such that g1, g2, · · · , gn ∈ G and
Eki = taki−1+1t · · · takit−1 with k0 = 0 and ki ≥ 1 for all i ≥ 1. If gj = g−11 for all
j ≥ 2 then s(t) = 1 has a solution over G.
Proof. First assume that ki ≥ 2 for all i ≥ 1. The relative presentation for the above
equation is given by
P = 〈A, t | g1Ek1g2Ek2 · · · gnEkn〉.
We will show that the presentation P is aspherical. Expand this equation by replacing
the values of Eki to get
g1ta1ta2t · · · tak1t−1g2tak1+1t · · · tak2t−1g3t · · · taknt−1 = 1.
Use the condition gj = g
−1
1 for all j ≥ 2 to get
g1ta1ta2t · · · tak1t−1g−11 tak1+1t · · · tak2t−1g−11 t · · · taknt−1 = 1.
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Figure 8. Star graph Γ
Substitute x = t−1g−11 t to get
P = 〈A, t | x−1a1t · · · tak1xak1+1t · · · tak2xak2+1t · · · takn = 1 = t−1g−11 tx−1〉.
The star graph Γ for P is given by Figure 8.
We assign a weight function θ such that θ(g−11 ) = θ(a1) = θ(akn) = 0. Moreover the
weight of the edge t−1 → x−1 with a label 1 is also zero. All other edges are assigned
a weight 1. Now it is clear from the star graph that all admissible cycles of weight less
than two imply that the group is a torsion group. Hence P is aspherical over a torsion
free group.
The proves for ki = 1 for all i ≥ 1 and for ki = 1 for some i ≥ 1 are similar therefore
we omit the details.

Theorem 3.7. Suppose m1,m2, · · · ,mkn are positive integers such that mk1 > mki
and mki+1 > mk1+1 for all i ≥ 2 with mk1+1 = mkn. Let s(t) = g1Ek1g2Ek2 · · · gnEkn
such that g1, g2 · · · gn ∈ G and Eki = tmki−1+1aki−1+1tmki−1+2 · · · tmki−1akit−mki with
k0 = 0 and ki ≥ 2 for all i ≥ 1. If gj = g−11 for all j ≥ 2 then s(t) = 1 has a solution
over G.
Proof. The relative presentation for the above equation is given by
P = 〈A, t | g1Ek1g2Ek2 · · · gnEkn〉.
We will show that the presentation P is aspherical. Expand this equation by replacing
the values of Eki to get
g1t
m1a1t
m2 · · · tmk1−1ak1t−mk1g2tmk1+1ak1+1tmk1+2 · · · tmk2−1ak2t−mk2g3tmk2+1 · · ·
tmkn−1aknt
−mkn = 1.
Use the condition gj = g
−1
1 for all j ≥ 2 to get
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Figure 9. Star graph Γ
g1t
m1a1t
m2 · · · tmk1−1ak1t−mk1g−11 tmk1+1ak1+1tmk1+2 · · · tmk2−1ak2t−mk2g−11 tmk2+1 · · ·
tmkn−1aknt
−mkn = 1.
Substitute x = t−mk1g−11 t
mk1+1 to get
tmk1+1−mknx−1tm1−mk1a1tm2 · · · tmk1−1ak1xak1+1tmk1+2 · · · tmk2−1ak2tmk1−mk2x
tmk2+1−mk1+1 · · · tmkn−1akn = 1.
Using mk1+1 = mkn we obtain
x−1tm1−mk1a1tm2 · · · tmk1−1ak1xak1+1tmk1+2 · · · tmk2−1ak2tmk1−mk2xtmk2+1−mk1+1 · · ·
tmkn−1akn = 1.
All other conditions of mi’s ensure that powers of t are positive unless specified. The
star graph Γ is given by Figure 9.
We assign a weight function θ such that θ(g−11 ) = θ(akn) = 0. Moreover the weight
of edges t−1 → x−1 and x→ t with a label 1 is also zero. All other edges are assigned
a weight 1. Now it is clear from the star graph that all admissible cycles of weight less
than two imply that the group is a torsion group. Hence P is aspherical over a torsion
free group.

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